368   FLOWER ARRANGEMENT
MAKING AN ARRANGEMENT
A tool kit holding snippers, long scissors, stem holders, sponge,
paper napkins, pipe cleaners, florist's wire, garden tying tape, rub-
ber bands, adhesive tape, strips of lead, wire Twist-Ems, and
modeling clay is a convenience.
When making an arrangement first consider the mood and de-
sign of the setting, then the flowers and their design possibilities.
Select a container to suit the setting and the flowers. If possible
make the arrangement where it is to be placed, not in the kitchen.
Suppose an arrangement of calla lilies and their leaves is to be
made against a narrow space in a Modern room. The character-
istic lines of callas, which are curves, should be featured. The
general form of the arrangement might be a tall, narrow cone,
three and a half times as high as the width of the low, round con-
tainer. The detail of the design could be a spiral line of flowers
winding around the arrangement, carrying out the curve idea.
First select the tallest, smallest, finest lily and set it up on the
holder so that the flower will be directly above the center of the
bowl. Prop the stem by setting up several two-inch pieces of lily
stems tightly against it on the holder.
The second flower, a trifle larger than the first, should be placed
below and a little to the left or right of the first flower. The third
flower, slightly larger again, should be placed to continue the
downward and outward curved line which gradually winds around
back of the arrangement and returns to the front. As flowers are
added the continuity of the spiral must be maintained, and the
whole design enlarged gradually. Finally the largest flower is
placed lowest, at the center, where attention should be focused.
Only perfect flowers are acceptable for this studied design. Tall
stalks of a smaller and less important flower like stock are added
as a filler to make the composition compact.
Two beautiful calla leaves should be placed at the base, one on
each side, the smaller one higher than the larger. The horizontal
leaves are a desirable balance for the perpendicularity of the whole
design, and they also help to cover the stem holder. A person
who makes this flower arrangement should enjoy the pure form
and lovely texture of the calla lilies as well as the fine curves in
the leaves and stems,

